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Abstract. This article proposes a linear-by-part approach for elastoplastic 3D multiple-point 
smooth impacts in multibody systems with perfect constraints. The model is an extension of a 
previous version, restricted to the perfectly elastic case, able to account for the high sensitivi-
ty to initial conditions and for redundancy without assuming any particular collision se-
quence [1]. Energy losses associated with compression and expansion in percussive analysis 
is a matter as complex as the physical phenomena involved, at the nanoscale level, for differ-
ent materials. Simplified models can be developed for specific purposes, which can retain the 
most relevant trends of internal damping and at the same time be suitable for a particular an-
alytical approach of impact mechanics. In the context of this article, energy dissipation due to 
material deformation is introduced through a linear-by-part elastoplastic model consisting on 
two elementary sets of springs and dry-friction dampers. The first set accounts for inelastic 
behavior (energy loss without permanent indentation), while the second one introduces plas-
ticity (that is, permanent indentation). In inelastic and plastic collisions, instantaneous unilat-
eral constraints may appear, thus reducing the number of degrees of freedom (DOF) of the 
system. The calculation of the corresponding normal contact force at the constrained points is 
then necessary in order to detect whether the constraint holds or disappears (either because a 
new compression or an expansion phase starts, or because contact is lost). Different simulat-
ed application examples are presented and thoroughly discussed. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Impact problems are often encountered in different branches of mechanics. They appear 
in robotics (robot-robot or robot-environment interaction), in physics of granular media, in 
biomechanics (heel-ground collisions in human gait analysis), or in musical acoustics (ham-
mer-string collisions, stick-drum collisions), among others. 
Essentially, an impact consists of a sudden change of mechanical state usually implying 
some degree of energy loss. Though sharing this essential feature, different approaches have 
been proposed to study and simulate impacts [2, 3]. 
Impacts may generate waves propagating from the colliding point and reaching all other 
points in the system. When the impact duration is larger than the period of the lowest vibra-
tion mode of the colliding bodies, that phenomenon can be neglected and the system can be 
treated as a rigid-body system. When this is not the case, the system flexibility has to be taken 
into account and the impact problem is usually studied through a finite-element method. The 
propagating waves are responsible for trapping a fraction of the initial energy. [4]  
For the case of rigid-body systems, the unavoidable deformation associated with impact is 
localized at the colliding points, and the overall configuration may be assumed to be constant 
throughout the collision interval. Consequently, rigid-body models are in principle less de-
manding than flexible-body ones from the computational point of view. 
The approaches found in literature to study collisions in rigid-body systems can be roughly 
classified into variable-configuration (VC) approaches and constant-configuration (CC) ones. 
VC methods rely on compliant models to explore the interactions at the colliding points. The 
equations of motion are integrated during the impact interval (typically through a Finite Ele-
ments method), and neither the impact duration nor the system’s final mechanical state is 
known beforehand.  
In CC methods, as the time interval elapsed between the beginning and the end of the im-
pact is very small (as compared to the time scale of non-impact dynamics), the system config-
uration is assumed to be constant. For the case of single-point smooth collisions, the use of 
coefficients of restitution (COR) leads to the post-impact velocities without need of any com-
pliant model, and the problem is formulated through purely algebraic equations. 
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Single-point rough collisions cannot be treated in the same way. If tangential compliance is 
not considered, these problems are usually treated through Routh and Darboux methods. The 
more relevant feature of these methods is the use of the normal impulse as the integration var-
iable (instead of time) to determine the velocity changes. This allows the determination of the 
velocity changes without using any particular compliant model but does not give any infor-
mation about the value of the force at the collision point. Consequently, the detection of the 
collision end (which corresponds to a zero force value) has to be established through a plausi-
ble hypothesis concerning energy losses, usually formulated through a COR.   
Those methods have to be used with caution in single-point rough impacts. On one hand, 
the use of  Newton’s and Poisson’s COR may be energetically inconsistent [5], and the ener-
getical COR needs to be generalised for the dual compression case [6]; on the other hand, for 
the case of rough collisions, the impulse associated with the friction force is not proportional 
to that associated with the normal force whenever the sliding direction changes within the im-
pact interval [7]. 
The aforementioned methods may not be applicable to multiple-point collisions [8]. In that 
case, the use of a compliant model is unavoidable. The constitutive laws allow the time inte-
gration of the equations of motion (simplified by the CC hypothesis) thus yielding the evolu-
tion of both velocities and normal forces at the collision points. The advantage of that 
integration is the easy detection of the collisions end, which is certainly one of the important 
aspects that have to be dealt with cautiously in impact dynamics (as stated in [9]).  
In general, the correct detection of the collision end at a particular point has to be done 
through the analysis of the associated force and separation velocity at that point. Only when 
that force takes a zero value and that velocity is positive can we say that the collision at that 
point is over.  
That condition depends not only on the local contact characteristics and the global inertia 
properties of the colliding bodies but also on the wave effects [9]. In the present work, we de-
velop a model which does not consider the possibility of wave generation as we treat the col-
liding bodies as globally rigid.  
As mentioned before, a rather common formulation of the end detection is that of the en-
ergetic COR. However, in multiple point collisions it may lose its meaning because some 
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points may undergo several compressions before the impact is totally over. In that case, the 
energy dissipation ratio may depend on the compression-expansion phases evolution, and thus 
the hypothesis of an energetic COR associated to each contact point is not valid. 
Some authors [8, 9], though, follow Routh and Darboux approaches for multiple point-
collisions and use the normal impulse at one selected collision point as integration variable. 
To do so, they define an impulse correlation rule based on the constitutive law. The choice of 
a particular collision point may lead to numerical problems (for instance, if the impulse at that 
point becomes much smaller than the impulses at the other collision points) which can be 
overcome by increasing the time-integration complexity [10]. On the other hand, the collision 
end is not detected through that integration, and one COR per contact is used. 
Two important features appear when dealing with multiple-point collisions, which are not 
possible in single-point ones: 
 in both smooth and rough collisions, redundancy may appear if the normal velocities of 
some colliding points are linearly related [12, 13].  
 in elastoplastic and inelastic impacts (that is, with and without permanent indentation, 
respectively), permanent or instantaneous unilateral constraints may appear, thus reduc-
ing the system’s number of degrees of freedom. 
The aim of the present study is to propose an efficient method to simulate smooth 3D mul-
tiple-point collisions in multibody systems with perfect constraints able to overcome those 
difficulties. In a previous work, we developed a version of this approach, restricted to elastic 
impacts, able to cope with redundancy [1]. The main idea consisted of assuming a finite linear 
normal stiffness (high enough to assume constant configuration throughout the process) at 
each impact point and solving a vibrational problem. Two different time and space scales 
were used. At the macro scale, the overall system configuration was assumed to be constant. 
Consequently, the inertia and Jacobian matrices appearing in the formulation were also con-
stant. That previous approach can cope with redundancy, that is, can be used to treat situations 
where the normal velocities of some colliding points are linearly related. In this work, we pre-
sent an extension that includes energy dissipation (with or without permanent indentation).  
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Energy loss mechanisms may vary from one problem to another as they depend strongly 
on the mechanical characteristics of the colliding materials. In systems without tangential fric-
tion, the energy dissipation is mainly associated with material damping and material plasticity 
(leading to permanent indentation). At high impact velocities, the effect of plasticity predomi-
nates over the material damping mechanism [14, 15] (though plasticity effects may also occur 
at relatively moderate pre-impact velocities). 
Mechanical models of interconnected springs and dampers have been widely used to ac-
count for the material viscoelastoplastic characteristics. Biot justified the interest of such 
models in general from thermodynamic considerations [16].  
The simplest model is probably Kelvin-Voigt’s model, consisting of a parallel association 
of a linear spring and a linear damper. The main interest of that model is its all-linear behav-
iour, thus allowing straightforward analytical solutions. That model, when applied to impacts, 
has three main drawbacks: the normal force discontinuity at the beginning of the collision (as-
sociated with its velocity dependence), the impossibility of reproducing collisions with per-
manent indentation and the possibility of involving negative contact forces. 
Variations of Kelvin-Voigt’s model consist on replacing the linear spring and damper by 
nonlinear ones (for instance, a Hertz’s compliant formulation for the spring [17], or an inden-
tation-dependent viscous damper [18, 19, 20]), but this does not allow the simulation of per-
manent indentation. 
Energy loss can also be introduced through a partially-latching spring [21, 22, 23, 24]. 
During loading (compression phase), the stiffness is higher than during unloading (expansion 
phase). Inelasticity is inherent to the model, but dissipative collisions without permanent in-
dentation are not covered.  
More elaborate models may account both for dissipative collisions with or without perma-
nent indentation. The transition from one case to the other implies the consideration of a yield 
point (see, for example, [25, 26, 27, 28, 29]) 
Finally, hysteretic memory-dependent models have also been proposed. Maybe the most 
well-known is the Bouc-Wen model, a good survey of which can be found in [30].  
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Our goal was to cover the whole range of dissipative collisions (with or without perma-
nent indentation) through a simple formulation (not relying on nonlinear elementary elements). 
The result has been a piecewise linear elastoplastic compliant model compatible with the vi-
brational algorithm presented in [1]. The model is able to cope with redundancy and with a 
variable number of system’s DOF associated to the creation and/or disappearance of unilateral 
constraints. 
The compliant model at each collision point consists of two elementary sets of spring and 
dry-friction damper, with friction force modulus proportional to the spring force, responsible 
for a hysteretic material behaviour. One set accounts for inelastic behaviour, while the other 
one introduces plasticity. A suitable choice of parameters allows the model to cover from per-
fectly elastic to perfectly plastic (that is, with no expansion phase at all) impacts. As the 
springs are linear and the dampers dry-friction force is proportional to the spring force, both 
the compression and the expansion are strictly linear, whereas the whole cycle is globally 
nonlinear. 
Our model has been validated through the tuning of the model parameters in order to fit 
our simulations to results found in the literature (coming either from more elaborated models 
or from experimental measurements).  
The article is organized as follows: 
 Section 2 presents a brief summary of the linear-by part approach presented in [1]. 
 Section 3 develops the details of the compliant model. 
 Section 4 is devoted to the tuning of the model parameters through comparison with 
other authors’ results. 
 Section 5 explains how to deal with the creation/disappearance of unilateral con-
straints and the subsequent eventual reduction of DOF. 
 Section 6 presents different application examples. 
 Section 7 contains the final discussion and conclusions of the work. 
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The formulation we present applies to both 2D and 3D problems. However, we have cho-
sen just planar examples because the results are more easily understood. Explaining and fol-
lowing the different expansion/compression phases in a 3D problem is far less simple and 
thus less appropriate to highlight the interesting features of our approach. 
 
2 THE LINEAR-BY-PART APPROACH 
Let’s consider an n-DOF multibody system, described by the n vector of generalized veloc-
ities u , undergoing a simultaneous collision at m contact points iQ .  The m normal separation 
velocities at those contact points    (being m n  or m n ) are related to the generalized ve-
locities u  through a m n  Jacobian matrix of kinematic coefficients,  q u   (of course, 
matrix A depends on the coordinates in general:  q ; however, as configuration is assumed 
to be constant throughout the impact, we will write it just as A for the sake of simplicity). We 
will consider first that the m normal velocities are independent (that is, the system presents no 
redundancy) and, consequently,  rank m n A . 
The reduced formulation of the vibration problem associated with the normal displace-
ments is given by: 
n n 0 M K   (2.1) 
where  
1
1 T
n u

M M A , being uM  the n n  inertia matrix for the impact configuration, 
nK   is a diagonal stiffness matrix  with elements jk 0   if there is indentation at the contact 
point jQ , and jk 0  otherwise. The parameter jk  and the variable j  are the stiffness and 
the normal displacement at the contact point (thus, indentation is associated with negative 
displacement).  
The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the dynamical matrix 1n n
D M K  define the eigen-
frequencies and eigenmodes of the vibration problem. 
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If the m normal separation velocities at the contact points Q,  , are not independent,  
 rank mA  (regardless of being m n  or m n ). We say then that the system presents re-
dundancy. 
Among the m contact points, it is always possible to choose a subset whose normal veloci-
ties are independent. Let’s take  
T
1 p ind...   A u  (with p n ) to be the independent 
normal velocities at the colliding points. The normal velocities of the other contact points can 
be related to the previous subset through a matrix R (or redundancy matrix): 
   
T T
m-p m 1 p rel ind... ...      R R    . 
(2.2) 
The reduced formulation of the vibration problem associated with the normal displace-
ments is now given by 
n ind n ind 0 M K    , (2.3) 
where  
1
1 T
n ind u ind ,

M A M A
 
being uM  the n n  inertia matrix for the impact configura-
tion, and 
m-p1
T
n
p m
kk
k k
... ...
  
  
    
  
   
K R R   . 
(2.4) 
If the indentation at the contact point jQ  is nonzero ( j 0  ), then jk 0 . If there is no inden-
tation ( j 0  ), then jk 0 .  
Again, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the dynamical matrix 1n n
D M K  define the 
eigenfrequencies and eigenmodes of the vibration problem. 
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3 THE ELASTOPLASTIC MODEL 
In order to keep the linear-by-part essence of the lossless approach presented in [1], the 
dissipative characteristics of the colliding surfaces have been modeled through a combination 
of linear springs and dry-friction dampers. As mentioned in the previous section, viscous 
damping yields energy losses but does not allow permanent indentation at the collision points.  
Dry-friction dampers can account for plasticity. The elementary system consisting of a 
linear spring (with stiffness k) and a dry-friction damper shown in Fig.1(a) is the basis of our 
model. The friction force value is taken to be proportional to that of the spring through a fric-
tion coefficient  :  fric springF F kx     Note that the force is independent of x  because it 
is a dry friction model, not a viscous one. Fig.1(b) shows the total force generated by that sys-
tem as a function of the deformation x  (or indentation) for the case 0 1   (note that coor-
dinate x and coordinate   have opposite signs). During compression, the total force is given 
by the addition of that of the spring and that of the dry-friction damper:  
comp compN kx kx  k x     . (3.1) 
During expansion, those two forces have opposite signs, and so the expansion force takes a 
lower value: 
exp expN kx kx  k x     . (3.2) 
The transition from compression to expansion implies then a sudden decrease of the total 
force with value N 2 kx   . The dissipated energy coincides with the grey-shaded area. 
The evolution of the deformation at the collision point (P) is governed by the dynamics of 
the rigid body to which point P belongs. For the case of multiple-point collisions, then, that 
dynamical behaviour can be rather complex, and any point reaching the x 0  condition may 
either undergo further compression, start an immediate expansion or be constrained during a 
certain time by the effect of other impact forces (applied to other impact points). The invest i-
gation of those potential three different behaviours calls for the calculation of the normal con-
tact force needed to keep the x 0  condition at that point at that particular configuration. The 
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details of such a calculation are presented in section 5, but a few qualitative examples will be 
presented now. 
For clarity sake, we will consider first the two cases 0   and 1  , and then comment 
the intermediate case 0 1   . Fig.2 shows the qualitative different behaviour associated 
with the 0   and 1   cases: 
 0   corresponds to a perfectly elastic material (Fig.2(a)). Compression and ex-
pansion phases take place according to a same slope  comp expk k k  . Once a 
first compression is initiated, a zero velocity  x 0  will indicate the beginning 
of an expansion. The latter may be total (that is, leading to a zero deformation 
x 0 ) or partial, as it may be stopped by collisions at other points of the same 
rigid body. In that case, the deformation at P would evolve along the line in 
Fig.2(a) until eventually a total expansion would be completed and the non-
deformed configuration x 0  would be reached. No permanent deformation is 
possible. 
 1   corresponds to a perfectly plastic material (Fig.2(b)), that is: expansion is 
not possible. In this case, the compression stiffness is calculated as before, 
 compk 1 k 2k   , whereas the expansion one is directly set to zero, expk 0  
(it cannot be calculated through equation (3.2), as it would yield a negative value 
thus introducing energy into the system instead of dissipating it). The indentation 
maxx  attained at the end of the compression phase is a provisory permanent inden-
tation. The body dynamics may be responsible again for an up-and-down evolu-
tion on the vertical line in Fig.2(b). In that case, point P is constrained (zero 
velocity), and the force value corresponds to that of the constraint force needed to 
maintain that constraint.  
Fig. 3 describes the possibility of a constraint for the case 0 1   . In Fig.3(a), point P 
completes the cycle returning to the zero indentation situation but having spent some time in a 
constrained situation (up and down the vertical line with x 0 ) . However, for the case 
shown in Fig.3(b),  the first expansion (black) is not completed as a new compression phase 
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starts when the indentation has not yet reached the zero value. That second compression phase 
(red) goes on until the condition x 0  is reached again (which happens for a higher value of 
the indentation), and then a second expansion phase starts. According to the body dynamics, 
that expansion may go on until x 0  (total expansion) or be followed by a third compression 
(in that case, the second expansion is a partial one). 
Note that the elementary system in Fig.1(a) allows the possibility of a permanent defor-
mation only in totally plastic behaviour. In order to allow permanent deformation in non-
plastic situations, we propose a model consisting of two series elementary systems (Fig.4), the 
upper one with stiffness k  and friction coefficient 0 1    (inelastic system), and the lower 
one with stiffness k  and ' 1   (plastic system).  
As shown in Figure 4, the deformation of each elementary system is defined through an 
absolute coordinate ( x  for the upper system and 0x  for the lower one). When introducing g a 
deformation x in the upper system, if the initial value of the lower system coordinate 0x  is 
zero, both systems undergo a compression (and thus 0x 0 ) . If having attained a certain val-
ue 0x 0  the upper system begins an expansion phase, the lower one will be retained by the 
dry-friction damper. That lower dry-friction damper, combined with the parallel stiffness k , 
will be able to generate a maximum force of 02k x . Only if a new compression of the upper 
set generates a force higher than 02k x , will the lower set compress further. 
This series arrangement of elementary systems may account for an initial pre-
compression (prior to collision). Fig.5(a) shows the generation of that pre-compression. From 
A to A’, both systems deform, and the total effective stiffness is: 
 
 
 
1
comp k 1 2k1 1k
1 k 2k k 1 2k


  
        
  , (3.3) 
The velocity at A’ is zero, and the total normal force is  comp0 01N k x A 2k x
    . In the sub-
sequent expansion phase, the normal force shows a sudden decrease due to the transition from 
compk 2k   (point A’) to  expk k 1   (point A”), and then the plastic system retains its 
deformation while the deformation of the inelastic one decreases until a zero velocity is at-
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tained again at point B. During this phase, the effective stiffness is only related to the inelastic 
system:   expk k 1  . 
Fig.5(b) shows a possible scenario starting with the pre-compression described in Fig.5(a) 
(initial normal deformation 01x x , initial lower spring force 01 01N 2k x ). The collision 
starts with an inelastic phase where just the upper elementary system is responsible for the 
total normal force at the colliding point:      comp01 01 01N k x x 1 k x x     . If the end 
of the compression phase ( x 0 ) is attained when 01N N , the collision is inelastic and no 
further permanent deformation appears. This would be the case of the BB’B”B cycle. 
However, if x 0  for 01N N  (that is, if the x 0  is attained for  x x A ), the plastic 
system undergoes a compression and the provisory permanent indentation will increase. The 
total effective stiffness is now  comp compk  k  , as both systems are undergoing deformation. 
In the study case presented on Fig.5(b), the compression ends at point D’, and transition to 
expansion implies again a sudden change in the normal force  N 2 kx D'   . The cycle 
may end at C, with a permanent indentation  02x x C  or, having reached C, restart a new 
compression of just the inelastic system (this is the case of cycle CC’C”C) or go on to values 
of indentation  x x D  leading to a new increase of the permanent deformation. 
 
4 TUNING OF MODEL PARAMETERS 
Model tuning has been done through comparison with other author’s results. Flores et al. 
[20] presented a continuous nonlinear contact force model (based on a Hertz’s type spring and 
a nonlinear viscous damper) suitable both for soft and hard contacts but without permanent 
indentation. They applied their model to the case of a ball colliding with the ground, and pro-
ceeded to simulate a wide range of problems with different values of Newton’s coefficient of 
restitution e.  
We have applied our model to the same problem. The colliding ball has the same initial ve-
locity (4 m/s) and the same geometric and inertia parameters than that in [20]: radius 0.1 m, 
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mass 1 kg and central inertia moment 20.1 kg m . In order to reproduce impacts without per-
manent indentation, we have taken a very high value for the stiffness of the plastic spring-
damper set (thus its deformation is negligible as compared to that of the other set). The pa-
rameter values of the elastic set have been tuned to match the results in [20]
1
: a constant stiff-
ness k 1000 kN m  and different values for  0,  0.22, 0.47,  0.73,  0.93   yielding 
different values for the restitution coefficient  e 1,  0.8,  0.6,  0.4,  0.2 . 
Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the evolution along the impact interval of the indentation and 
the approaching velocity respectively. As the collision time microscale is irrelevant, we have 
normalized the impact interval duration to that of the most dissipative case  e 0.2 . There is 
a good qualitative coincidence with the corresponding curves in [20], and the quantitative dis-
crepancies are below 11%. Figure 6(c) shows sharps corners associated to the force disconti-
nuity when shifting from compression to expansion. The corresponding curves in [20] do not 
show that discontinuity, but rounded corners. Nevertheless, the area inside those curves, 
which represents the dissipated energy, are really close in value. 
In order to assess the plastic behavior of our model, we have reproduced the application 
example presented by Yigit et al. in [31]. It consists on a hemispherical steel impactor with a 
mass of 0.5 kg and a radius of 10 mm colliding against a composite target. We have simulated 
the same problem with the same values as far as geometry and inertia properties are con-
cerned, but with different values for the elastoplastic parameters. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show 
the resulting force-displacement curves for two different impact velocities (0.1 m/s and 1 m/s 
respectively). In both cases, the resulting permanent deformation and the dissipated energy 
(area enclosed by those curves) are close to those in [31]
2
. Again, the plots obtained by means 
of our approach show sharp corners which do not appear in Yigit’s results. In the present case, 
they are associated with discontinuities in the contact forces derivatives. 
A last comparison has been done between our model and that presented by Seifried et al. in 
[14]. The aim is to verify the qualitative increase of the contact force in a succession of im-
pacts until saturation is reached
3
. Seifried et al. use an elastoplastic model and solve the prob-
                                               
1 Figure 6, plots (a), (b) and (d) 
2 Figures 3 and 5 in [31], respectively. 
3 Upper left plot of Figure 5 in [14]. 
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lem of a sphere-to-rod impact through a FE analysis. They also account for vibrations in the 
colliding bodies. 
Our application example consists again of a ball-ground impact. The ball mass and radius 
are 1 kg and 1 m, and the model parameters take the values 3k k 3.5 10  kN m , =0     . 
The impact velocity is always 0.3 m/s. However, impacts differ from one another because of 
the permanent indentation and subsequent residual stress. Figure 8 shows the evolution along 
the impact interval of the contact force. For the same reason mentioned before, the impact in-
terval duration has been normalized to that of the first collision. 
As in [14], the lowest force peak value and the longest impact interval correspond to the 
first impact. The second impact duration is about 12% shorter, and the force peak value is 
some 12% higher. From the fourth collision on, impact duration and force peak value remain 
roughly the same. 
 
5 INVESTIGATION OF EVENTUAL UNILATERAL CONSTRAINTS 
Multiple-point collisions (elastic, inelastic or plastic) in a multibody system are bound to 
generate transient and/or permanent constraints leading to a transient and/or permanent reduc-
tion of its DOF. As mentioned in Section 3, a colliding point reaching a zero-velocity condi-
tion may either undergo further compression, start an immediate expansion or be constrained 
during a certain time by the effect of other impact forces (applied to other impact points). The 
latter corresponds to the creation of a constraint 
The investigation of potential constraints is formulated differently if we are dealing with 
a nonredundant collision (the normal velocities of the colliding points are independent) or a 
redundant one (where some of those velocities are linearly related). We will consider first the 
nonredundant case, as it is simpler, and then generalize for the redundant one. In what fol-
lows, we will be talking about normal displacements   instead of normal deformations x , in 
order to maintain the same notation as in Section 2, where the previous linear-by-part ap-
proach has been summarized. Though x  , during collision the normal displacement is 
negative ( 0  ) whereas the deformation is positive ( x 0 ). 
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5.1 Exploration of transient constraints in a nonredundant multiple-point collision 
Let’s consider, with no loss of generality, that point 1Q  reaches the end of a compression 
phase ( 1 0  ). If its normal displacement  1 0   lies within the interval 1 010      
(where 01  is the permanent indentation for that point), the corresponding normal force is 
comp comp comp
1 1 1 1 1N k k     . If 1 01   , 
comp comp
1 1 1N k
   . 
Whether point 1Q  maintains its zero normal velocity (meaning that motion is constrained 
or, what is equivalent, that a unilateral constraint is created) depends on the system dynamics 
at that same time instant. Keeping 1 0   calls for a normal force 1N  whose value would be 
between the compression force comp1N  and the expansion force 
   exp exp comp1 1 1 01 1N k N 1 2       . If this is the case, 1Q  behaves as an unilateral con-
straint, and 1 0  . 
The calculation of that contact force is straightforward. If 1Q  is constrained, the system’s 
dynamical equations (Eq. 2.1) become 
comp
11 12 1m 11
21 22 2m 2 2 2
m1 m2 mm m m m
m m m 0 0 N
m m ... m k 0
... ... ... ... ...
m m ... m k 0
...
... ......
        
                        
        
                  
  . (5.1) 
where 1 0   has been assumed and 1N  substitutes for the elastic force at point 1Q . The first 
row yields the contact force 
 
2
1 12 1m
m
N m ... m ...
 
 
  
  
  . (5.2) 
while the remaining rows lead to the equation of the vibration problem: 
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 
22 2m 2 2 2
m2 mm m m m
1
n n n n n
m ... m k 0
... ... ... ... ... ... ...
m ... m k 0
  .

         
                 
                 
     ' ' ' ' 'M K 0 D M K 
 
(5.3) 
Combining Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3), we obtain: 
    
2 2 2
1 1
n n 1 12 1m n n
m m m
... ... N m ... m ...
 
      
     
         
           
' ' ' 'M K M K   . (5.4) 
There are four different possible situations: 
  comp exp1 1 1N N N    the constraint at 1Q  holds; 
  comp1 1N N   a new compression phase starts; 
  exp1 1N N   an expansion phase starts; 
  1N 0   contact at 1Q  is lost. 
This careful analysis is essential to properly define the inertia end stiffness matrices ap-
pearing in the motion equation (2.1). At every time step, Eq. (2.1) yields the position and ve-
locity of all the impact points,   and   respectively. In order to proceed one step further, the 
following analysis has to be done for each impact point iQ  ( ni  will be used to denote the 
nth-permanent indentation associated with that point). According to the separating velocity i
, three different cases are defined to simplify the explanation. 
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CASE 1: i 0   
if  i ni0      
  Compression of the upper spring: comp compi i i i i ni n nk k ,  N k ,  =    M M  
elseif  i ni    
  Compression of the two springs: comp compi i i i i n nk k ,  N k ,  =
    M M   
end 
 
CASE 2: i 0   
Calculate the constraint force to keep i 0  :      
1Tconst
i ij n n j iN m

  
' 'M K  
Calculate the expansion limit value: exp expi i i niN k    
if  i ni0      
 Calculate the compression limit value: 
comp comp
i i i niN k    
elseif  i ni    
 Calculate the compression limit value: 
comp comp
i i iN k
   
end 
if  const compi iN N  
 Go to CASE 1 
elseif  comp const expi i iN N N   
 The constraint holds:  consti iN N ,  consti i i n nn 1 iN N ,  ,  =    'M M  
elseif  const expi iN N  
 Go to CASE 3 
elseif  constiN 0  
 Contact lost:  iN 0 , i n nN 0,  
'M = M  
end 
 
CASE 3: i 0   
if  i 0   
  Contact lost: i n nN 0,  
'M = M  
elseif  i0    
  Expansion of the upper spring:
exp exp
i i i i i ni n nk k ,  N k ,  =    M M  
end 
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5.2 Exploration of transient constraints in a redundant multiple-point collision 
As outlined in Section 2, it is necessary to choose a subset of independent colliding points 
when the system presents redundancy. The immediate consequence is that the stiffness matrix 
is not any more diagonal [1]. As the choice of independent colliding points may be changed 
along the problem, a contact point reaching the end of a compression phase, say 1Q , can al-
ways be taken as an independent point.  At that time instant, 1 0   and 
comp comp
1 1 1N k   .  
The investigation of a possible unilateral constraint at 1Q  parallels that presented for the 
nonredundant case. In equation n n n n 0 M K  , the constraint force 1N  substitutes for the 
elastic force 1 1k   at point 1Q : 
comp
11 12 1p11 12 1p 11
21 22 2p 2 21 22 2p 2
p pm1 m2 pp m1 m2 pp
k k km m m 0 N
m m ... m k k ... k
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
m m ... m k k ... k
......
... ...
      
            
       
     
             
0
0
...
 
 
 
 
 
  
  . (5.5) 
From the first row: 
comp
2 1
1 12 1p 11 1p
p p
N m ... m ... k ... k ...
   
  
         
       
  . (5.6) 
The remaining rows lead to the equation of the vibration problem: 
22 2p 22 2p2 2 21
comp
1
p2 pp p pp2 pp p1
21
comp
n n 1
p1
m ... m k ... k k
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
m ... m k ... k k
k
k
...
...
         
        
         
                  
 
 
     
 
 
' 'M K 
 (5.7) 
According to Eq. (5.7), the system vibrates around the new equilibrium configuration: 
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 
eq
2 21
1
eq comp
n 1
eq
p1p
k
...
k
...

   
    
     
   
    
'K  (5.8) 
The corresponding dynamical matrix is  
1
n n

 ' 'D' M K . 
From the above equations: 
   
2 2 21
1 1
comp
n n n 1
p p p1
k
... ...
k
...
 
     
    
        
           
' ' 'M K M , (5.9) 
and, consequently: 
 
1
2 21
1 2comp
1 12 1p n n 1 11 12 1p
p p1
p
k
N m ... m ... k k k
k
... ...
...

            
              
              
' 'M K  (5.10) 
 
6 APPLICATION EXAMPLES 
The main purpose of the application examples is to illustrate a variety of situations (differ-
ent sequences of compressions and expansions, with or without creation of unilateral con-
straints). Thus, we will not be presenting complicated systems but mainly two examples of 
planar impacts (for the sake of clarity in the analysis of results) with different elastoplastic 
conditions. Each simulation is carried out until all colliding points reach either a state of uni-
lateral constraint or start a “free” motion (that is, do not touch the ground). 
6.1 Example I 
The first example consists on a two-point impact of a rod on a fixed ground (Fig.9). The 
mass (1 kg) is concentrated on half of its length (that is, along 2 m), and the contact points 1Q  
and 2Q  are located at the rod ends. The initial configuration is always that of Fig.9, and the 
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initial motion is always a vertical translation (so the initial velocity at the colliding points is 
the same and equal to 1 m/s). 
As a reference case, Fig.10 shows the result for a ground with equal elastoplastic character-
istics at both points 1Q  and 2Q : a same value of 
310  kN m  for k
 
and k , and no dissipation 
associated with the upper set (that is, 0  ). In this case, then, comp expk k k   and compk 2k 
. As no pre-compression has been assumed ( 0N 0 ), both springs are deforming from the 
very beginning, and the total equivalent stiffness is that given in Eq. (3.1). The initial equilib-
rium configuration is 
          
T
eq eq
0 1 0 20 0 Q Q 0 0    
eq
0  (6.1) 
Whenever a point iQ  reaches a local maximum compression (that is, a zero approaching 
velocity) within a zone where both springs are deforming, the irreversible deformation (new 
equilibrium position)  eq iQ  and the force interval allowed for the potential constraint force 
comp exp
i iN , N    are calculated. As 0   
in the present case, comp expi i iN N N  , so the collid-
ing points will never be constrained. The end of a compression phase will imply systematical-
ly the beginning of an expansion phase. 
If a local maximum compression is reached without further deforming the lower spring, the 
equilibrium configuration does not change, and so no new  eq iQ  has to be calculated. 
Four different plots are presented for each colliding point:  t  -upper left-,  t  -upper 
right-,  N t  -lower left- and  N   -lower right-. Fig.10(a)-(d) correspond to point 1Q  and 
Fig.10(e)-(h) correspond to point 2Q . The successive  
eq
iQ  configurations are indicated in 
red in plots (a,d) –point 1Q – and (e,h) –point 2Q -. 
Point 1Q  
motion shows three different phases:  
  a0, t : two-spring compression (with 
compk );  
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  a bt , t : one-spring expansion (with 
expk ); the lower spring remains compressed 
with  eqa 1 1N = k Q  ; the new equilibrium configuration  
eq
1 1Q  is calculated 
through       comp exp eq1 a 1 a 1 1k t k t Q     . 
  b ct , t : as    
eq
1 b 1 1t = Q   
and  1 bt 0  , point 1Q  does not touch the ground and 
so undergoes a “free” motion.  
Point 2Q  motion is more complicated. Up to seven phases can be distinguished: 
  a0, t : two-spring compression (with 
compk ); new equilibrium configuration with 
      eq comp exp1 2 2 aQ 1 k k t    and lower spring compression force 
 eqa 1 2N = k Q  . 
  a bt , t : one-spring expansion (with 
expk );  
  b ct , t : one-spring compression (with 
compk ); when the total compression force as-
sociated with the upper spring reaches the value aN , the lower spring will start a 
compression phase if 2 0  . 
  c dt , t : two-spring compression (
compk ); new equilibrium configuration with 
      eq comp exp2 2 2 dQ 1 k k t     and lower spring compression force 
 eqd 2 2N = k Q  ; 
  d et , t : one-spring expansion (
expk ); 
  e ft , t : one-spring compression (
compk ); as the total contact force for ft = t , 
   comp eq2 f 2 2k t Q   ,  
is lower than the compression force of the lower spring ( dN
), an expansion phase will start; 
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 f gt , t   : one-spring expansion (
expk ); as    eq2 g 2 2t Q    and point 1Q  is moving 
upwards, no new compressions will take place and so the collision is over. 
The previous analysis is summarized in Table I. In order to facilitate the description of the 
results, the analysis of the motion phases for the following examples will be directly giv-
en in Tables, and a few comments will be explicitly commented. 
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Table I 
Point 
Phase 
interval 
Description 
Equilibrium 
configuration 
Lower spring 
compression force 
1Q  
 a0, t  
Two-spring 
compression 
 compk  
 eq0 1Q 0   0  
 a bt , t  
One-spring 
expansion  expk     
comp
eq
1 1 1 aexp
k
Q 1 t
k
 
    
 
 
 
 
low
1 a
eq
a 1 1
N Q N
N k Q

 
 
 b ct , t  No ground contact 
2Q  
 a0, t  
Two-spring 
compression 
 compk  
 eq0 2Q 0   0  
 a bt , t  
One-spring 
expansion  expk  
   
comp
eq
1 2 2 aexp
k
Q 1 t
k
 
    
 
 
 
 
low
2 a
eq
a 1 2
N Q N
N k Q

 
 
 b ct , t  
One-spring 
compression 
 compk  
 c dt , t  
Two-spring 
compression 
 compk  
 d et , t  
One-spring 
expansion  expk  
   
comp
eq
2 2 2 dexp
k
Q 1 t
k
 
    
 
 
 
 
low
2 d
eq
d 2 2
N Q N
N k Q

 
  e ft , t  
One-spring 
compression 
 compk  
f gt , t    
One-spring 
expansion  expk  
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 Two variations on that example are shown in Figs.11 and 12. The first one consists on 
adding some friction on the upper sets associated with both points: 1 2 0.1   . As there is 
no pre-compression,    
T
0 0eq0 . 
The plots in Figs.11(a)-(d) correspond to point 1Q . The main difference, as compared to 
the reference case (Figs.10(a)-(d)), is the sudden decrease of the normal force in transition 
from compression to expansion, associated to the nonzero friction added to that point. That 
discontinuity is clearly observed on plots (c) and (d):  exp compb aN = N N 0.    Besides that, 
point 1Q  
motion shows the same three different phases as before:  two-spring compression, 
one-spring expansion, “free” motion. 
Point 2Q  motion is again more complicated. Whereas in the reference case (Figs.10(e)-(h)) 
its motion was a succession of three continuous compression-expansion phases, in the present 
case there are only two compression-expansion phases showing a normal force discontinuity 
at each transition (compression to expansion, expansion to compression) associated to the up-
per spring nonzero friction coefficient. Starting with an equilibrium configuration with zero 
deformation, point 2Q  undergoes two irreversible indentations leading to two nonzero equi-
librium deformations. 
The second and last variation (Fig.12) consists of considering a nonzero friction on the 
upper set associated with point 2Q , 2 0.3  , and a pre-compression at that same point 
   
T
0 0.1 mm eq0 .  
The plots in Figs.12(a)-(d) correspond to point 1Q . Having a zero friction on its upper set 
leads to results which are qualitatively identical to those of the reference case, and so no fur-
ther comments are necessary. 
 Point 2Q  motion (Figs.12(e)-(h)) is much richer. The new feature (as compared to the 
previous cases) is the existence of unilateral constraint phases (that is, phases where point Q 
does not move though its associated normal force varies between two limits).  
Eight different phases (compression, expansion, constraint) can be distinguished. Their de-
scription is summarized in Table II. 
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Table II (point 2Q ) 
Phase 
interval 
Short description Equilibrium configuration 
 a0, t  
One-spring 
compression
  
compk  
 eq0 2Q 0.1 mm   
As the lower set is already pre-compressed, the upper set undergoes a com-
pression phase until its associated repulsion force equals the lower pre-
compression
  
comp
aN .  
 a bt , t  
Two-spring 
compression
  
compk   
 eq0 2Q 0.1 mm   
The normal force is higher than the initial pre-compression  compaN , and so 
both springs undergo a compression phase until reaching an instantaneous 
zero velocity  2 bt 0  . The lower set will remain compressed and will not 
undergo a new compression until the normal force reaches the value compbN .  
 b dt , t  
One-spring 
expansion  expk  
   
comp
eq
1 2 2 aexp
k
Q 1 t
k
 
    
 
 
Expansion starts, but having a nonzero friction  0.3  , a sudden decrease 
in the normal force appears; expansion goes on until reaching an instantane-
ous zero velocity  2 dt 0  . If a compression started immediately after, there 
would be a sudden increase in the normal force  comp expe dN = N N 0.    
 d et , t  
Unilateral constraint    
comp
eq
1 2 2 aexp
k
Q 1 t
k
 
    
 
 
The calculation of the force needed to keep the zero separation velocity falls 
within the range 
exp comp
edN , N
 
 
. Thus, the normal force adapts its value and 
the unilateral constraint is maintained until its value falls out of the allowed 
range.  
 e ft , t  
One-spring 
compression
 
 compk  
   
comp
eq
1 2 2 aexp
k
Q 1 t
k
 
    
 
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The normal force reaches the value compeN , so the unilateral constraint is lost 
and a new compression phase starts. As 
compcomp
e bN N , it is only the upper-
spring the one undergoing deformation. 
f gt , t    
Two-spring 
compression
  
compk  
   
comp
eq
1 2 2 aexp
k
Q 1 t
k
 
    
 
 
The normal force reaches the value 
comp
bN  but the separation velocity has not 
yet reached a zero value, so compression goes on but deforming both springs 
until reaching an instantaneous zero velocity  2 ft 0  . 
g ht , t    
Unilateral constraint    
comp
eq
2 2 2 fexp
k
Q 1 t
k
 
    
 
 
The calculation of the force needed to keep the zero separation velocity falls 
within the range exp compghN , N
 
 
. Thus, the normal force adapts its value (in 
this case, decreases) and the unilateral constraint is maintained until its value 
falls out of the allowed range.
 
 h it , t  
One-spring 
expansion
  
compk  
   
comp
eq
2 2 2 fexp
k
Q 1 t
k
 
    
 
 
New expansion of the upper spring until the normal force reaches a zero val-
ue, indicating the end of the collision. 
6.2 Example II 
The second example is a two-body system (Fig.13) consisting of two identical rods con-
nected through a perfect hinge undergoing a two-point collision with the ground. The collid-
ing points are located as shown in the upper part of Fig.13. Point 1Q  has neither upper-set 
friction nor lower-set initial pre-compression, while point 2Q  has a nonzero friction associat-
ed with the upper set and a lower-set initial pre-compression of 0.2 mm. 
This application case has been included in order to check the validity of the model in 
multibody systems. The detailed sequence of compression and expansion phases can be seen 
on Figs.13(a)-(d) for point 1Q  and on Figs.13(e)-(h) for point 2Q . Point 1Q  shows just a 
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compression, an expansion phase and then a contact loss. Collision at point 2Q  is composed 
of two upper-spring compressions and two upper-spring expansions. No simultaneous defor-
mation of the two sets is observed. 
 
7.  CONCLUSIONS 
We presented a model concerning the normal interaction between colliding bodies. 
Our work encompasses three different aspects: 
 
 the number of simultaneously colliding points is not limited, as our model deals effi-
ciently with kinematical redundancy; 
 the approach intrinsically considers the possibility of a variable number of DoF asso-
ciated with creation or loss of unilateral constraints during the collision interval; uni-
lateral constraints are thereby systematically inspected;  
 the model covers the whole range of energy dissipation hypothesis: from perfectly 
elastic to totally plastic, going through all possible degrees of inelasticity and perma-
nent indentations. 
 
The two first aspects were previously addressed in [1]. The third one is entirely new 
and is based on a constitutive viscoelastic model for the normal behaviour of the colliding 
bodies based on a simple arrangement of two elementary sets of springs and dry-friction 
dampers. The first set accounts for inelastic behavior (i.e., energy loss with no permanent de-
formation), while the second one introduces a component of plastic behavior (i.e., energy dis-
sipation with permanent deformation). The model parameters were tuned through comparison 
with several examples from the scientific literature. In all cases, it yields dynamically con-
sistent results. 
 
Future work will consist in adding tangential properties to the colliding bodies (rough-
ness, tangential compliance). 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Figure 1: (a) Elementary viscoelastic system consisting of a linear spring and a dry-friction 
damper. (b) Total force generated by the elementary system as a function of the deformation 
x  (case 0 1   ). 
Figure 2: Total force generated by the elementary system as a function of the deformation x  
for the two extreme cases: (a) perfectly elastic system ( 0  ), no energy dissipation, no per-
manent deformation; (b) perfectly plastic system ( 1  ), energy dissipation (equal to the area 
of the shaded zone), nonzero permanent deformation.
 
Figure 3: Total force generated by the elementary system as a function of the deformation x  
for the general case 0 1   . (a) complete cycle compression-expansion, no permanent in-
dentation, nonzero energy dissipation; (a) two compression-partial expansion cycles, no per-
manent indentation, nonzero energy dissipation. 
Figure 4: Viscoelastic model consisting of two series elementary systems, the upper one with 
friction coefficient 0 1    (inelastic system), and the lower one with ' 1   (plastic system). 
Their deformation is defined through the absolute coordinates x  and 0x , respectively. The 
plastic system cannot undergo expansion, and allows a force range  00,2k x  at the midpoint.  
Figure 5: Possible scenarios when using the viscoelastic series model. (a) From a zero initial 
indentation, the system undergoes a compression (AA’) deforming both elementary systems, 
followed by an expansion phase (A”B) affecting only the upper system while the lower one 
remains deformed. (b) From the permanent deformation generated in scenario (a), the system 
undergoes a one-spring compression which may reach the limit value for which the lower sys-
tem starts compressing (BA’), or end before it attains that value (BB’); new compressions of 
the plastic system are responsible for an increase of the permanent deformation. 
Figure 6: Simulation of a ball-ground inelastic single-point collision. Indentation (a) and ap-
proaching velocity (b) along the impact interval for different values of the friction coefficient. 
The time scale has been normalized to that of the most dissipative case  e 0.2 . (c) Contact 
force as a function of the indentation. 
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Figure 7: Simulation of a ball-ground plastic single-point collision for two different sets of 
elastoplastic parameters and two different impact velocities. (a) equal upper and lower stiff-
ness, 0.1 m/s impact velocity; (b) upper stiffness higher than the lower one, 1 m/s impact ve-
locity. 
Figure 8: Simulation of a succession of ball-ground plastic single-point collisions.  The plot 
shows the evolution along the impact interval of the contact force for the first 10 collisions. 
The impact interval duration has been normalized to that of the first collision. 
Figure 9: Two-point impact of a rod with a fixed ground. The rod mass is concentrated on its 
first half. 
Figure 10: Evolution of normal displacement  n t , separating velocity  n t  , normal contact 
force  N t in and contact force versus indentation  nN  , in a simultaneous two-point im-
pact of the rod in Fig.9 for the case of pure downwards translation. Plots (a)-(d) correspond to 
point 1Q , plots (e)-(h) to point 2Q . Zero initial precompression, zero friction in the upper set 
of the viscoelastic model. 
Figure 11: Evolution of normal displacement  n t , separating velocity  n t  , normal contact 
force  N t in and contact force versus indentation  nN  , in a simultaneous two-point im-
pact of the rod in Fig.9 for the case of pure downwards translation. Plots (a)-(d) correspond to 
point 1Q , plots (e)-(h) to point 2Q . Zero initial precompression, nonzero friction in the upper 
set of the viscoelastic model. 
Figure 12: Evolution of normal displacement  n t , separating velocity  n t  , normal contact 
force  N t in and contact force versus indentation  nN  , in a simultaneous two-point im-
pact of the rod in Fig.9 for the case of pure downwards translation. Plots (a)-(d) correspond to 
point 1Q , plots (e)-(h) to point 2Q . Nonzero initial precompression in both points, zero and 
nonzero friction in the upper set of the viscoelastic model for points
 1
Q  and 2Q , respectively. 
Figure 13: Evolution of normal displacement  n t , separating velocity  n t  , normal contact 
force  N t in and contact force versus indentation  nN  , in a simultaneous two-point im-
pact of an homogeneous rod for the case of pure downwards translation. Plots (a)-(d) corre-
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spond to point 1Q , plots (e)-(h) to point 2Q . Nonzero initial precompression at point 2Q , zero 
and nonzero friction in the upper set of the viscoelastic model for points
 1
Q  and 2Q , respec-
tively. 
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